Enhanced immunogenicity of SIV Gag DNA vaccines encoding chimeric proteins containing a C-terminal segment of Listeriolysin O.
We investigated the potential of the C-terminal 59-amino acid segment of Listeriolysin O (LLO) in enhancing immune responses against the SIV Gag antigen in the context of DNA immunization. Genes with codons optimized for mammalian expression were synthesized for the SIVmac239 Gag, a secreted SIV Gag protein with the tissue plasminogen antigen (tPA) signal fused to its N-terminus (tPA/Gag), as well as their corresponding chimeric proteins Gag/LLO and tPA/Gag/LLO containing the C-terminal 59 amino acids of LLO. Analysis of immune responses to these DNA constructs in a Balb/c mouse model showed that the Gag/LLO construct induced higher levels of both CD4 and CD8 T cell responses against SIV Gag, whereas the tPA/Gag construct induced higher levels of CD4 T cell responses. Moreover, immunization with the tPA/Gag/LLO construct further enhanced both CD4 and CD8 T cell responses. DNA constructs encoding secreted Gag proteins (tPA/Gag and tPA/Gag/LLO) were also more effective in eliciting antibody responses against SIV Gag. Our results demonstrate that the C-terminal segment of LLO can be effectively employed to enhance both cellular and humoral immune responses in the context of a DNA vaccine.